
Dear Oak Class, 

Happy Monday! I hope you have a good day. Love Mr N x 

Monday 13th July 2020 

Handwriting 
 Letters a-z 

 

Have a go at practising your letters again – a to z, all lowercase. 
 

Maths 
 Magic 5  

 
 Number of 

the Day 
 

 Count to 
100 

 
 Flashback 4 

 
 Ordering 

numbers 
 
 

 

Magic 5 is below! Don’t forget to complete. We’re doing different focuses this 
week, ranging with the same operation each day. 
 
Number of the Day today is 17. 
 
Mr N loves teaching you maths, just because you’re all pretty incredible at it. 
Why don’t you teach mum or dad how to count to 100 using our special 
moves? 

 Curl into a ball and get bigger. 
 Penguin 
 Chicken 
 Rock star 
 Gorilla 
 Ballerina 
 Hula-hula dance 
 Swimming 
 Spiderman 
 Drummer  
 Shark  
 Waving 
 Floss 
 Mr N’s favourite – shake your bum! 

 
I’ve attached today’s Flashback 4. Try have a go at the answers. How many 
can you get out of 4? 
 
Our penultimate unit of the year is going to be weight and volume. This will be 
spread over a couple of days this week as well as some introduction to time, 
too! I’m not sure where the time has gone and how we’re having to squeeze 
this two units in, but I hope it’ll give the children some starting blocks ready 
for me to build on next year. 
 
Before starting – ask your child, “what is weight?” see what sort of vocabulary 
they use. Ordinarily, they might use ‘heavier, lighter, etc which is the ideal. 
 
Show them these following stem sentences – can they complete them? 



 
Can they see the language that is being used? Encourage them to think of how 
the weights change between these items. Do they agree or do they think one 
might be heavier than the other? 
 
Give your child an object – it can literally be anything – a shoe, pencil, etc. 
Can they… 

 Find something that weighs the same? 
 Find something that weighs less? 
 Find something that weighs more? 

 
Discuss these questions with your child… 

    
 
Once you’ve worked through these questions, have a go at the ones below. 



Phonics 
 Phonics 

Flashcards  
 

 Grapheme 
alternates, 
phoneme 
similarities. 

PLEASE practice your sound cards!!  
 
Sound card speed flash – practice all of your sounds using the cards below. Or 
you can log on to the PhonicsPlay website using the free log-in. 
 
Last week, I set a list of spellings for the children to reinforce different sounds 
and just to generally see where their applications are. I found the results really 
interesting and actually think it’s a very beneficial thing to keep up with, so 
today, you will find a similar activity. 
Some of these words are repeated from previous weeks, but that should really 
give more of an advantage! 
 

jelly volcano watch fox yoyo 
zebra fizz queen chicken shoe 
thumb ring rain leek night 
goat moon book card fork 

burger cow coin beard chair 
pure rubber    

 

Dough Disco 
 

Around now we would normally do some dough disco! Why don’t you teach 
mum or dad how to do it? Choose whichever funky song you like! 
These are some of our moves. 

 Sphere 
 Sausage 
 Tiger 
 Milk-shake 
 Squeeze from hand to hand 
 Round the world 
 Through the legs 
 Squash – up, down, behind the head 
 Flat pancake – ABC  
 Flower 
 Hedgehog 
 Granny shark 
 Make a rose 

 
English 

 Correct the 
sentence 
 

 Read and 
respond 

 

Correct the sentence is below. 
 
Our final full week of learning means one thing… a big write. We can’t let you 
go off on your break without doing one last write up, especially as from 
September I’ll be looking forward to seeing how your writing has changed 
during our assessments. 
 
This week, we are going to be looking at a story called ‘The Storm Whale’ 
which has very, very quickly become my new favourite story. Some of Oak 
might know why I chose one called the Storm Whale, but ultimately, I’m sure 
you’ll enjoy it too. 



Today I would like you to do some Read and Respond. On our class page, 
there is a video of me reading the story for you to watch. I would like you to 
watch this video as many times as you need to and then I have some 
comprehension questions for you to answer based on the story. They’re not too 
difficult, but they do require you to have listened carefully to the story. 
 
You will see your questions below.  
 
There is also a short activity to do once you’ve finished your questions and this 
is about the character’s thoughts and feelings. 
You will see below there are the three main characters: Noi, Dad and the Little 
Whale. I would like you to think of some words to describe them at the 
beginning and ends of the story. Discuss with someone near you how they 
have changed. 
Be sure to express them in clear sentences to show how you know they’ve 
changed. 
 
For example “At the start of the story Noi was … but at the end of the story 
Noi was… This is because…” 
Parents – there is also a Storm Whale in Winter story which we’ll read at the 
end of the week too as a finale! 

Reading 
 

Home reading / Rising Stars – 10 minutes. 

Art 
 

 

Following on from our story of the Storm Whale, one of my favourite pictures 
is at the very end where you can see Little Whale with their parent in the sea 
and they’ve stuck their tails out of the water. 
 
Why don’t you have a go at creating your own version of this? You can use 
any media you want… 

 Paint 
 Colouring pens 
 Colouring pencils 
 Collage, etc. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Magic 5 

1) 12 + 7 =  
2) 11 + 6 =  
3) 20 + 10 = 
4) 36 + 23 = 
5) 15 + 17 = 

Number Square to 100: 

 
 



Flashback 4: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Answers: 

1) 4 
2) 12 
3) There are 3 groups of 2 flowers. 
4) 13 
5) Bonus question – triangle. 

 

 

 



Maths 

 



Phonics: Practice these sounds 

j v w x y 

z zz qu ch sh 
th ng ai ee igh 

oa oo oo ar or 
ur ow oi ear air 

ure er    
 

 



 

 

ay oy ou ir ie 

ue ea aw wh ph 
ew oe au ey a_e 

e_e i_e o_e u_e  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



English: Correct the sentence 

Can you find what is wrong with this sentence and write it out how it should 
look? 

 

this is your final full week but there is still a lot to do 

 

Correct version: _____________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Did you get it right? Here are the points that were wrong. 

What is missing? What is wrong? 

 No capital letter. 
 No full stop. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



The Storm Whale  
by Benji Davies 

 

1) What was the little boy’s name? 

_____________________________________ 

2) How many cats did they have? 

_____________________________________ 

 
3) Why did Noi’s dad come back home when it was dark? Listen carefully to page 2. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
4) One night a great storm raged outside their house. Which word is used to describe how 

bad the storm was? 

_____________________________________ 

 
5) “As he walked along the shore, he spotted something in the distance” What does the 

word distance mean? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
6) Why could Noi not believe his eyes when we saw a little whale on the beach? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
7) How do you think the whale got there? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
8) What did Noi do before he brought the whale back to his house? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
9) Why did Noi think the whale was an excellent listener? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 



 
10) Why was Noi worried? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
11) What did Noi sneak past his Dad? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
12) What did Dad notice after he discovered Noi had kept a whale in the bath? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
13) How do you think Noi felt when his Dad gave him a hug? Why? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
14) Why do you think Noi found it hard to say goodbye? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 
15) At the end of the story, Noi sees two whale fins in the sea. Who do you think they 

belonged to? 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

This story has very quickly become Mr N’s absolute favourite. I think the message about 
loneliness and spending time together is so important and it reinforces the meaning of family 
and how sometimes you make the best of friends in the most unexpected times. 

How many stars would you give this story? 

 

Write a short sentence about what you thought about the story. 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________ 



The Storm Whale  
by Benji Davies 

 

1) What was the little boy’s name? 

Noi 

2) How many cats did they have? 

Six 

 
3) Why did Noi’s dad come back home when it was dark? Listen carefully to page 2. 

Because he worked long days at sea. 

 

4) One night a great storm raged outside their house. Which word is used to describe how 
bad the storm was? 

Raged 

 
5) “As he walked along the shore, he spotted something in the distance” What does the 

word distance mean? 

It means something far away that you can’t see properly. 

 
6) Why could Noi not believe his eyes when we saw a little whale on the beach? 

Because whales don’t normally belong on the beach, they live in the sea and whales don’t 
get washed up on the beach very often. 

 
7) How do you think the whale got there? 

Because of the bad weather and the rough sea from the storm. 

 
8) What did Noi do before he brought the whale back to his house? 

He chucked a bucket of water over it. 

 
9) Why did Noi think the whale was an excellent listener? 



Because the whale can’t talk so all he could do is listen. 

 
10) Why was Noi worried? 

Because he thought his dad would be angry that he has a whale in the bath. 

 
11) What did Noi sneak past his Dad? 

Some fish for the whale to eat. 

 
12) What did Dad realise after he discovered Noi had kept a whale in the bath? 

That Noi was lonely at home by himself. 

 
13) How do you think Noi felt when his Dad gave him a hug? Why? 

Happy, loved, excited, relieved. 

 
14) Why do you think Noi found it hard to say goodbye? 

Because he had made good friends with the whale and would miss him. 

 
15) At the end of the story, Noi sees two whale fins in the sea. Who do you think they 

belonged to? 

The little whale and the whale’s mother/father. (But probably mother!) 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 


